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Coupling Between Minimum Scattering Antennas 

Fig. 4. Near-5eld amplitude didribution around ordinary endflre array. 

..._...... 

Fig. 5. Near-field amplitude distribution from Hansen-Woods-ard array. 

. relatively flat regions beyond the ripplies  on the wavefronts  can be 

. seen to correspond with sidelobes. 
Figs. 4 and 5 illustrate  the near-field amplitude  distributions 

along the wavefronts for  the two types of array,  and  these diagrams 
were made  in  the  folloving way. The  amplitudes were computed for 
points on the  fourt,h  wavefronts on Figs. 1 and 2. The  amplitudes 
are represented by proportional length lines d r a m  orthogonal to, 
and  with t.heir centers at, the mavefronk.  Joining  the inner and 
outer line extremit,ies gave the  forms shown. These  then  are wave- 
front.  diagrams  where the thickness of the figure represents the rela- 
tive electric field amplitude.  The  relative  amplitudes  at certain 
points  are also given in numbers although these, unlike t,he figure 
thicknesses, are expressed in decibels. As would be expected, the 
near-field amplitudes  are highest at the  angular positions correspond- 
ing to  the main and sidelobe  maxima. This is particularly evident in 
t,he Hansen-Woodyard case. 
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J. BACH ANDERSEN, H. A. LESSOW, .~ND 

H. SCHJBX-JACOBSEN 

Abstract-Coupling between minimnm scattering antennas 
(MSA’s) is investigated by the coupling theory  developed by 
Wasylkiwskyj and Kahn. Only rotationally  symmetric power pat- 
terns are considered, and  graphs of relative mutual impedance are 
presented as a function of distance  and  pattern  parameters. Crossed- 
dipoles and helices are considered in order to establish a come 
spondence with simple antenna structures. 

INTRODUCTION 

In  many applications, e.g., phesed arrays  and  multibeaniantennast 
the  interaction between antenna elements is often  important in t,he 
evaluation of the  total  antenna system performance. This communi- 
cation is concerned with  an idealized class of elements consisting of 
minimum scattering  antennas  (MSA’s) [l]. Works have been pub- 
lished, notably  by  Wasylkimkyj  and  Kahn [2], [3], on coupling 
theory for MSA’s. The power of the technique is that  the complex 
relat.ive mutual impedance is completely given by  the power pattern 
of a single element, where the  mutual impedance is taken  relative  to 
the real part of the self-impedance of one  element. The MSA concept 
is used here to compute the relative mutual impedance between two 
elements for various spacings between the elements and for  various 
power patterns. Once the relative mutual impedance is known it is a 
simple matter to iind coupling loss, scattered  patterns, etc. 

The  practical usefulness of the MSA concept depends on the 
extent  to which coupling among realistic antennas  is  adequately 
covered by  the theory.  Therefore another purpose of this communic& 
tion is to investigate two commonly used  element  types,  namely 
crossed-dipoles and helices, and compare coupling data obt.ained by 
the MSA approach with  other calculations and experimental data. 

MUTUAL  IMPEDAWCE  THEORY 

Consider two  identical reciprocal MSA’s I and I1 situated along 
the z‘ axis in Fig. 1. From Wasylkiwskyj and  Kahn [2, eqs. (71b) 
and (72)] we find for the normalized mut,ual impedance 

where P ( a , $ )  is the power pattern for one antenna. P(a,+’) is 
normalized such that  the total radiated power is unity. This means 
that  the  red  part of the self-impedance of one element is equal  to 
unity. a and 4’ are spherical  coordinates and  the a integration is to 
be  taken in t.he complex a plane, with 0 5 a 5 7r/2 along the real 
a axis and 0 5 Im (a) < j along the line Re (a) = ~ / 2 .  d = dz“’ 
is a  vector with direct.ion from  antenna I to  antenna I1 and  its 
length  equals the distance between the two antennas. k is the  propa- 
gation  vector. 

To simplify things we consider only power pat,terns  with  rotational 
symmetry, t.he axis of symmetry being the y’ axis. Thus we assume 
that, P(a,+’) is a  function of e only, e being  measured frapl t.he y’ 
axis. The  pattern function is expanded  in  a poxer series in cos e, each 
t .em in the series contributing  both  to  the real and imaginary part 
of the  mutual impedance. Restr ichg ourselves to two  terms, we find 

P ( e )  = 1 + A  COSN (e), 0 s e 5 (2 1 2 
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z L POWER  PATTERN 

t y’ 

where A is a  real number larger than -1. The two parameters LV 
and A determine the beamwidth and  the sidelevel, respectively. For 
emy reference, examples of the  patterns are shown in  Fig. 2 for 
-4 = 1 and A = 1000; note  the different  scale in the tn-0 cases. 

Using (2)  in ( 1 )  we find after simple manipulations [4] 

and 

z2 = J,=exp ! - ~ t j [ ( l  + t 2 ) 1 ~ 2 1 4 ‘ d t .  151 

In the examples to follow, 21 and 2 2  are evaluated numerically. 
r (2) is the  gamma function with argument x .  

SUMEKICBL RESULTS 

In this section we consider only the absolute value of Zll, since 
this will be t,he determining factor for the relative strength of a 
parasitically excited neighbor antenna.  In Fig. 3 t,he absolute  value 
of the normalized mutual impedance Z14 is shown as a function of S 
and A for a  spacing d = 0 . h .  For  this small spacing, small  values 
of A and large values of ,t’ have  to be chosen in order to minimize 
the  mutual interaction. The minimum  value of I 2 1 2  I may be evalu- 
ated  from (3) under  the assumption that. LY is large. Z1 may be 
neglected in comparison with 2 2 ,  which, rrit.h a  proper A ,  canceb 
the imaginary part of the first term leaving only the real part., i.e., 

For d = 0.4X this equals 0.234 and is obtained  for  very  small values 
of A .  This  optimum is mostly of academic interest,  since IZE I will 
be rather sensitive to A ,  and it. is difficult. to see how the  antenna 
should be realized. Equation (6) is only  an  approximation. The 
true minimum must. be found numerically and is indicated as a 
broken line in Figs. 4(a)  and (b).  The results show a  very good 
agreement. wit.h (6) for d < 0.5X.while the minimum is essentially 
zero for d > 0.5X, an import,ant result,. 

Fig. 4 shows numerical  results  for A = 1 and -4 = 1000 as a 
funct.ion of d / A  and 9 .  The curves are self-explanatory. Sole  that 
the small  values of X are  favored  for d / h  small, which ma>- be inter- 
preted  in the following way. For small  spacings the reactive  near- 

:b) 
Fig. 2. (a) Power  pattern for one MSA. P ( 0 )  = 1 i cos”0. Dasl~t?!I 

curve shows patt.ern of crossed-dipole in plane  bisecting arms. 11)) 
Power pattern for one MSA. P(O) = I i 1000 C O S N  0. 

k,Z l  
t 

0 2 0  
0.0 0 5  10 1.5 A 

Fig. 3. Absolute ralue of relative mutual  impedance bet~vrell t . H O  
3ISX’S. 
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1.5.. 

(b) 

MSS'S. 
'Fig. 4. Absolute value of relative mutual  impedance Iwtn-een 

The applicability of the curves may best be shown by  an example 
A multibeam reflector ant.enna is f e d  by feed antennas wiith patterns 
that  may  be approximated by A = 1000, hr = 5. A spacing larger 
t,han 0.9X is required in order that I Z12 I < 0.1, which in most cases 
will be sufficient. 

COMPARISONS  WITH  R.EALISTIC  ANTENKAS 

In  order t.o invest.igate t.he validity of the previous calculations, 
comparisons  have been made  with rea!ist.ic antenna types. 

Crossed-Dipoles 

A crossed-dipole-antenna wit,h feeding network is not  an MSA [53 
and does not have  a  rot,ationally  symmetric pattern. Xevertheless i t  
is intereshg  to make a comparison. 

The power pattern of one crossed-dipole may be approximated 
with A = 1 and A' = 2 in ( 2 ) ;  see Fig. 2(a).  The resulting normal- 
ized mutual impedance is shown in Fig. 5 as a furiction of spacing. 
Also shown are the calculations of mutual impedance between 
actual coplanar crossed-dipoles where t.he center of the  one cross 
lies in a direction that bisects the arms of the  other cross. This con- 
figuration is known to minimize mut,ual  coupling [5]. It is seen that 
the M S A  concept  approximates the coupling in this particular case. 
Of course, the calculations  carried out here cannot explain the varia- 
t.ion in mutual impedance when the relative orientation between t.he 
crosses is changed, since only rotationally symmetric  pat.terns  have 
been considered. 

Helices 

The phase of 2 1 2  has not been wed unt.il now, but comes into play 
of c o m e  when the combined pattern of several antehnas is  studied. 
In  this section small helices are used. 

The measured pattern of a one-wavelength-long helix on a pseudo- 
rectangular  groundplane of size 3.0X X 0.8h is shown in Fig. 6(a). 

t,vO Because of the nulls a power pattern of the form 

I 'z'2' 
- has been assumed, rather  than (2). The constants A,  B, and N have 

been determined to  make a  best fit to the measured pattern, bearing 

formulation)  tends  to broaden the main lobe compared to  the finite 
groundplane used in the experiment.  Therefore the fit.ted pattern in 
Fig. 6 (a) has slightly  shifted  minima positions. 

Sow  the pat.tern of a two-element array is computed,  where  one 
antenna is  driven and  the  other resistively terminated. The relative 
strength of the parasitic  element is --Zl?j2, and t,he  values of A ,  B, 
and W found  in t.he preceding  are used. The result for d = 0.568X is 

S S R  
OSR _ _ _  

1.0 ! 0 - - 0  M S A  in mind t.hat an infinite groundplane (as is wed in the  present 

OI; %< - - - - 
.. shown in Fig.  6 ( b )  and  ford = 0.75X in Fig. 6(c).  The agreement is 

-.. surprising, t.aking into account the complexity of the coupling; a 
- - - -  _ _  complete numerical  evaluation of the  scattered field would have been 

2: 

0 very time-consuming. 
0.5 1 0   1 5  dl1 

Fig. 5. Absolute  vaiue of relative  mutual impedance between two an- 

rotation (SSR) and oaposite sense of rotation (OSR). Minimum scat- 
tennas. Crossed-dipoles with minimum coupling with same  sense of 
tering antennas (MSAL 

fields are  interacting; in order to minimize their magnitude, :I broad 
pat.tern is required. This is of couEe well known, but here we have 
a quantitative measure of the  interaction. 

It may also be noted that for d/X large, A = 1000 gives  less 
coupling than A = 1. This is &o natural since for far-field condit.ions 
t.he pattern with a null (-30 dB) in the direction bet.ween the  two 
antennas will give the smallest coupling. For small spacinp  the 
opposite is true. 

COXCLUSION 

It  has been shown that for minimum scattering antennas, power 
patterns  may be predicted that minimize the  mutual impedance 
bet.ween two  identical  antennas. It is unknown how many  antenna 
t.ypes are  adequately covered by  the  theory;  most one-mode antennas 
should belong approximately. However, it. has been shown by corn- 
parison with  experiments that small helices are well described by 
the theory. For simple monotonic patterns  it has been shown that 
unavoidable couplings appear for d/X < 0.5, while for d/k > 0.5 one 
may always find a pattern which essentially leads to zero coupling. 
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Experimental VSWR’s and Radiation Patterns of an Axial 
Rectangular Slot on Conducting Cylinders of Varying 
Curvature 

S. J. TETENB.4URl 

Abstract-X band  measurements of the VSm’s and radiation 
patterns of an axial rectangular slot on six conducting  cylinders of 
difFerent curvature  are reported. The cylinders had ba (ko is the 
free-space  wavenumber and a is  the cylinder radius) varying from 

to 1.5. Measurements were performed both with the slot bare 
and with the slot  covered by space cloth. For koa as low as 3, the 
effect of curvature  was relatively  small. Below koa ‘v 3, changes in 
the VSWR and radiation pattern were more pronounced, the pat- 
tern being  relatively more sensitive to  changes in koa than  the 
VSWR. 

IXTI<OI l I~CTIOS 

-4 number of  invesbigatnrs have considered whether a bare 01’ 
plasnla-covered axial  rectangular slot on a  conducting cylinder cat1 
be t.reated 5 ~ s  if the cylindrical  surface is replaced by a flat. ground 
plane.  Fante [l] compared the calculated admittance o f  the  slot 
for different values of &,a. He found that for a number o f  representa- 
tive plasma-covered slnts, the ground plane (koa = m value of the 
admittance wa.s usually ait.hin 20 percent, o f  the cylindriral  value, 
even for koa as small as 1.5. Croswell et al. [ 2 ]  calculated the admit- 
tance of slots of t.Vr.0 different dimensions over a wide range of koa 
and underdense lossless homngeneous plasmas. The)- found that 
for koa down to about, 2, the change in slot admittance frOR1 that. for 
a plane was less than 20 percent. Golden and  dtevart [ 3 ]  compared 
the computed admittance of  a slot on a ground plane with  measured 
-Y band slot admittances on both a plane  and a  cylindrical (,koa = 
9.5) surface. The comparison was made for a hare slot. and  one 
covered with t,wo different space cloth .simulated plasmas. Good 
agreement was found. Karas and Antonuc‘ci [4] measured the J 
band  admittance o f  a slot covered by a simulated underdense 
loss]-s homogeneous plasma, for five values of k r s (  ranging from 
8.6 to 2.0. They utilized t.wo contiguous real dielectrics to  simulate 
the  plasma/free  space  interaction. For the  cwe o f  no plasma! they 
found that  the slot. admittance decreased by about 3 0  percent i n  
going from &a = 8.6 to koa. = 2.0, the  thec~retical  admittance for 
koa = m falling between the experimental adnliltances for the 
largest. and smallest, k d .  For the case of the  simulated plasma, the 
change in admittance was genemlly  smaller. 
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